Professional Development Goals

• To improve my understanding of the SCCOE organization and philosophy
• To understand how the nursing staff fit into the SCCOE mission statement and goals
• To support nursing staff in providing optimal care for our students in the classroom
• To explore the use of technology
Project Goals

Establish SCCOE nurse website:

National Association of School Nurses:
Definition of School Nursing
Link to the NASN
Project goals

SCCOE

• SCCOE Nursing Job Description
• Scope of Practice
• Cluster Health Data Summary
• Practice Deadlines
• School Nurse Forms
Accomplishments/Successes

• Our Site:
  http://sccoeschoolnurse.weebly.com
• Support from the other SCCOE nurses
• Data Collection:
  – SCCOE Health Data collected from Nurses
  – Nursing Equity
  – Collaboration with Nurses, Teachers, and DIS
Key Learnings

• How to be a strong team member
• Understanding how technology can bridge the distance between SCCOE staff
• Analyzing and Interpreting Nursing Data
• Networking and collaborating with SCCOE professional staff
• Learning Weebly and website development skills. See the website
“We should all be Thankful for those People who Rekindle the Inner Spirit” -- Albert Schweitzer

Brenda Jones: for 3 years of encouragement to apply to the Champions For Leadership program
Dr. Mary Ann Dewan: For her Generous Mentorship
Kathy Sealana: CFL, Wonderful Program Leader
Karen Larson and Martin Cisneros: Our CFL Technology “Gurus”
Joan Havard: for her Brilliance and Support